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Don‘t allow yourself to speak without an imege and

a gesture — if you da it will be clear to see and hesar that

you are ernpty.

The brothers and Lucifer are opposite forms of evil,

and yet they form one; and the interesting meoment will be when

thereis a struggle between the two.

The director‘s mission is not only to lead the

rehearsals but sometinmes to be a mirror to show what is good

and what is bad. The more active the actor is, the more he

can use the reflection of the director. Through being aware

of whiht we are doing, woe will get our inspiration.

You nust bear in nind that in speaking your words

you nmnust have pleasure — without ?hiu you will never be able

to speak fully, This is a great secret. You have to be happy

to move, to breathe, and to feel that all theso processes are

going on when you are speaking. When you have found pleasure

in speaking, you will speak with much more color. This applies

to the process of speaking.

Let us begin with Section 6 — "Cain and Abel" — or

the entry of the brothers. The crowd must find words and ex—

pressions to help the brothers and to help Antin. We must

show our activity ty finding gsome sounds — there are two things
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on the stage — to see and to hear,. We can flill the stage with

settings, people, etec.; and we must fill the air with sounds.

The evil group must echo the brothers in & stupid way — the

good group, still with the feeling of longing for the Lountain

and the frtnco-. must feel sympathy for Antin and try to help

and protect him. We must hear very clearly your wo#rds and the

gestures in your words. |

John and Eleanor have shown us how they felt the

groups would move in the sconse between Antin and his brothers.

in our life we nust all feel that wa are directors as well as

actors. The inpertant part of the efforts of and

John is that they have been active in trying to work out the

mise on scane.

The group made one mistake 1n‘taia connection — you

could not find the right relationship to Jonn and Zleanor as

directors — you did not help theim enough; you were not open

to thenmn. If their activity had been properly appreciated, we

would have taken a step forward as a group. That was our

mistake,. We must take this into consideration. Wwhen it is

yofir turn to be directors — than you will feel how irportant

it is to open the heart.

You must decide for yourselves whether you are doing

a certain gesture for your future spcoeh‘or whether you are

acting through the means of your gesture. Tour movements aust

be powerful.
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ie called the section from the entrance of Antin to

the entrance of the brothers "Black Crost."  Other sucggestlons

are "Red F#lame and Aashes," "Plickering Lignt," and "Hell‘s

Jate."  For the moment we shall use "HMell‘s uate."
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Criticism of Alan‘s exercise:

The movement with the boxes to a nphrasgse of music

reaslly began to mean something today. It has become beautiful —

that beauty which is achieved by doins something artistically.

can be beautiful if done in this way.


